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ABout tHe Book

He’s b-a-a-ack! Despite their best efforts, Carter and Sadie Kane can’t seem to keep 
Apophis, the chaos snake, down. Now Apophis is threatening to plunge the world 
into eternal darkness, and the Kanes are faced with the impossible task of having to 
destroy him once and for all. Unfortunately, the magicians of the House of Life are 
on the brink of civil war, the gods are divided, and the young initiates of Brooklyn 
House stand almost alone against the forces of chaos. The Kanes’ only hope is an 
ancient spell that might turn the serpent’s own shadow into a weapon, but the magic 
has been lost for millennia. To find the answer they need, the Kanes must rely on 
the murderous ghost of a powerful magician who might be able to lead them  
to the serpent’s shadow . . . or might lead them to their deaths in the depths of  
the underworld.

Nothing less than the mortal world is at stake  
when the Kane family fulfills its destiny in  
this thrilling conclusion to  
the Kane Chronicles.
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ClAssroom ConneCtions

READING, WRITING, AND RESEARCHING 

The following questions may be utilized throughout the novel study as reflective 
writing prompts, or alternatively, they can be used to as targeted questions for class 
discussion and reflection.

1  Consider Carter and Sadie’s relationship; how has it evolved over the course  
of their story?

2  Why would you expect Carter and Sadie to feel such a sense of guilt regarding 
the fate of Bes? In what ways has the dwarf god exhibited his loyalty and support 
of the Kanes? What role do you expect Bes to play in The Serpent’s Shadow?

3  The Kane Chronicles features a number of characters who exhibit a variety of 
strengths. Who most impresses you with their strength? Explain your choice. 

4  What purpose do shadows serve? Predict what role shadows will play in The 
Serpent’s Shadow.

5  Walt’s role is important in The Throne of Fire; predict what part he will play in 
The Serpent’s Shadow.

6  Ancient Egyptians believed the sheut to be one component of the soul. Based on 
what you’ve learned about Egyptian mythology, what are the other parts? What 
makes the sheut so important?

7  Due to the absence of Carter and Sadie’s parents, which characters have served 
as guides for them throughout the series? What have these individuals been able 
to offer the siblings?

8  Consider the developing relationship between Sadie and Anubis; what makes 
the bond between the two so complicated? What role do you predict Anubis will 
play in The Serpent’s Shadow?
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9  Throughout the series, the story is told in alternating chapters by Carter and Sadie. 
In what ways does hearing these diverse perspectives affect the story? Would the 
story be richer if just one of the siblings were telling it? Why or why not?

10  Apophis tells Sadie, “But I am everywhere. I can destroy anything you value…
and anyone you value.” Consider the gravity of the serpent’s statement. Given 
these foreboding words, what does Sadie’s willingness to continue her battle 
against chaos tell us about her nature?

11  Like Riordan’s other series, the Kane Chronicles is a story about family. Explain 
the significance of family to each of the major characters.

12  What roles do Horus and Isis play in the Kane Chronicles? Though they are a 
support system for Carter and Sadie, the sibling pair is also fearful of them.  
For what reason?

13  Describe Carter, Sadie, Walt, and Jaz. What are three things that you find most 
(or least) appealing about each of them?

14  At the end of The Throne of Fire, readers learn that as a descendent of Akhenaten, 
Walt is dying from a family curse and has a year or less to live. In what ways does 
this knowledge of Walter’s health complicate things for Carter and Sadie? How 
do you expect this knowledge to impact their decisions and actions involving 
Walt in The Serpent’s Shadow?

15  Using the phrase, “This is a story about…” supply five words to describe the 
Kane Chronicles. Explain your choices. 
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know your mytHologies

As a quick and kinesthetic introductory activity, test your students’ knowledge of the 
three great mythologies of the ancient Mediterranean world. Below are cities, deities, 
factual statements, and key events about the Egyptian, Greek, and Roman cultures. 
A few are quite well known, and others are more challenging. 

•  Develop images or icons that represent each item. Distribute one to each student 
before starting the activity.

•  Establish stations in the classroom for each culture. Include maps as well as short 
descriptions of each item that corresponds with one of the icons. Instruct students 
to browse the stations until they feel they know the aspect of one of the cultures  
it represents.

•  Once all students have found their way to the proper  
stations, hand out folders with lengthier descriptions  
and images related to their icons. Instruct the students  
at each station to use eight to ten minutes to develop  
a two to three minute presentation to the class  
in which they synthesize the features their  
icons represent in order to establish what  
makes their culture and its mythology 
unique, interesting, or significant.  
Each group should select a  
spokesperson or two to deliver  
the short presentation.

CarTer



egyptiAn Culture

Deities: Horus, Set, Ra, Isis, Geb

Cities: Giza, Memphis, Thebes, Abu Simbel, Alexandria

FACts:
•  Rulers were believed to be gods

•  Pyramids were built as mausoleums for leaders

•  The dead were specially prepared so their bodies would be preserved

•  Key geographic feature was a great body of water that served  
both as a source of irrigation and a trade route

•  Civilization thrived for almost 1,500 years

key events:
•  Development of a pictographic writing system

•  Rises and falls were often linked to military technology

•  Consolidated upper and lower kingdoms to establish a unified realm

•  Known for unique and intricate cosmetic and jewelry styles

•  Conquered by Alexander the Great

greek Culture

Deities: Demeter, Hermes, Hera, Aphrodite, Pan

Cities: Athens, Sparta, Corinth, Argos, Delphi

FACts:
•  Invented democracy

•  Developed geometry and philosophy

•  Was the origin of the Olympics

•  Established colonies throughout the region

•  Spread their culture across Europe and Asia
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key events:
•  Defeated the Persians at Thermopylae

•  One of its earliest societies was likely destroyed by a terrible natural disaster

•  Center of political, social, and economic life was often the agora

•  Traditionally fragmented, a great king unified them and conquered  
a massive empire

•  Perhaps the greatest of its many remarkable thinkers developed  
our scientific method

romAn Culture

Deities: Bacchus, Janus, Neptune, Juno, Venus

Cities: Ostia, Pompeii, Rome, Mantua, Constantinople

FACts:
•  Aqueducts carried water to cities from hundreds of miles away

•  Slaves and prisoners fought in arenas for the entertainment of the people

•  Traced their origins to twin brothers who were believed to be raised by a wolf

•   Empire included all of the Mediterranean world, France, Britain, Anatolia, and 
most of the Middle East

•  Developed the arch, the dome, and invented cement

key events:
•  Interaction with Greek colonies led to the incorporation of their writing  

system and much of their religion

•  The government of the Republic was the model for our own government

•  When not in combat, its soldiers built its infrastructure

•  Thanks to its extensive and sophisticated trade networks, the wealthy reveled  
in silks from China, perfumes from India, and precious stones from Persia

•  Though the heart of the empire was overrun by corruption and invasion, its 
prosperous eastern provinces thrived for another thousand years after collapse



egyptiAn mytHology relAy

The table below lists all of the deities mentioned in the Kane Chronicles and 
their functions in the Egyptian pantheon. Divide students into two teams lined 
down the center of the room. The first students on each team are asked a deity or 
a characteristic, and must try to answer with the corresponding item before their 
opponent. If a student answers correctly, they return to their seat—if not, to the back 
of the line! The first team to seat all of its members wins the relay. 

Time limits can be applied to answers if necessary, and this could also easily be 
integrated with gods from other mythologies if that is appropriate.
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 Anubis God of Funerals & Death

 Apophis God of Chaos

 Babi Baboon God

 Bast  Cat Goddess

 Bes  Dwarf God

 Geb  Earth God

 Heket Frog Goddess

 Horus God of War

 Isis  Goddess of Magic

 Nekhbet Vulture Goddess

 Osiris God of Afterlife & the Underworld

 Ptah God of Craftsmen

 Ra  Sun God

 Sekhmet Lionhead Goddess

 Serqet Scorpion Goddess

 Set  God of Evil

 Shu  Air God

 Sobek Crocodile God

 Tawaret Hippo Goddess

 Thoth God of Knowledge

 EGypTIAN DEITy CHARACTERISTIC
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extension ACtivities & reseArCH

visuAlizing CHArACterizAtion

Throughout the Kane Chronicles, Riordan infuses an array of fantastic and 
intriguing characters. One of the great rewards of reading a novel is the opportunity 
readers have to form images of the characters in their minds to give the story 
optimum meaning.

Put students into groups with paper and pencils, markers, or crayons, and give 
each group fifteen minutes to draw their interpretation of a particular hero, villain, 
deity, etc., from The Serpent’s Shadow or the Kane Chronicles as a whole. When 
time has expired, have them compare their interpretations and discuss the nature 
and purpose of their similarities and differences. In particular, encourage them 
to recognize and account for commonalities and distinctions that are and are not 
provided by the text.

nome roAming

The nomes in the Kane Chronicles are designations for the location of House of  
Life magicians. The inspiration for them were the nomes of ancient Egypt, which 
divided the realm of the pharaohs into administrative districts. These had much 
more than political significance, however—each also had specific totems and 
religious significance as well. 

Assign student pairs or groups to research the nomes of ancient Egypt and their 
political, economic, and religious significance. How do these relate to the place of 
nomes in the Kane Chronicles?

Once research is finished, have research groups develop their own nomes, to  
include names, totems, affiliations to Egyptian mythology, and the significances  
of their choices.



exploring setting AnD Context

The Kane Chronicles highlights the treasures of ancient Egypt found 
across the globe in museums, art galleries, universities, and the like.

The antiquities holdings of many of the institutions Riordan 
incorporates into the novels are somewhat controversial. Countries 
such as Egypt, Iran, Syria, and Greece contend that they rightfully 
belong in museums in their countries. Have students research  
some of the arguments on both sides of this debate.
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Discuss the issues surrounding this debate in class in an Inner-Outer Circle  
activity, or in a mock debate. An interesting “real-world” twist might be to assign 
students to represent relevant countries in a mock discussion on the matter at  
the United Nations.

“Delegates” may be assigned to write position papers on their country’s stance  
on the issues, citing research appropriately.

Instruct participants to draft a resolution on the issue  
in which they must garner the support of other  
countries (who will obviously want their position  
represented in the resolution) in order to gain  
enough votes for the resolution to pass. Students  
may be awarded points or grades based on their  
participation and leadership in the activity, as  
well as how well they represent their  
state’s position.
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ABout tHe AutHor 

rick riordan spent fifteen years as a classroom teacher 
in public and private schools in California and Texas. In 
1997, he began publishing mystery novels for adults. His 
popular Tres Navarre series won the top three national 
awards in the mystery genre—the Edgar, the Anthony, and 
the Shamus. His best-selling series, Percy Jackson and the 
Olympians, started as a bedtime story for his son. Rick 
Riordan now writes full-time. He lives in San Antonio 
with his wife and two sons.
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Book Five

The last olympian
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-0147-5
$17.99

Paperback 
978-1-4231-0150-5 

$7.99

Book FoUr

The Battle of the labyrinth
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-0146-8 
$19.99

Paperback 
978-1-4231-0149-9 

$7.99

Book one

The lightning Thief
The Graphic Novel

Hardcover 
978-1-4231-1696-7

$19.99
Paperback 

978-1-4231-1710-0 
$9.99

Book one

The lightning Thief
Hardcover 

978-0-7868-5629-9 
$17.95

Paperback 
978-0-7868-3865-3 

$7.99

Book Two

The sea of Monsters
Hardcover 

978-0-7868-5686-2 
$17.95

Paperback 
978-1-4231-0334-9 

$7.99

Book Three

The Titan’s Curse
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-0145-1 
$17.95

Paperback 
978-1-4231-0148-2 

$7.99

Books By riCk riorDAn

perCy JACkson AnD tHe olympiAns
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AvAilABle wHerever Books Are solD

tHe kAne CHroniCles

Book Three

The serpent’s shadow
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-4057-3 
$19.99

Book one

The red Pyramid
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-1338-6 
$17.99

Paperback 
978-1-4231-1345-4 

$9.99

Book Two

The Throne of Fire
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-4056-6 
$18.99

Paperback 
978-1-4231-4201-0 

$9.99

Book one

The lost hero
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-1339-3 
$18.99

Paperback 
978-1-4231-1346-1 

$9.99

Book Two

The son of neptune
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-4059-7 
$19.99

Book Three

The Mark of athena
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-4060-3 
$19.99

tHe Heroes oF olympus 
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This guide was created by Rose Brock, a school librarian and doctoral candidate at  

Texas Woman’s University specializing in children’s and young adult literature.

Many more discussion guides can be found on the Disney • Hyperion Web site at  

www.disneyhyperionbooks.com.

Disney • Hyperion Books

new york

www.thekanechronicles.com

Book Three 

The kane ChroniCles

The serpent’s shadow
Hardcover 

978-1-4231-4057-3
$19.99


